
Case study

Insurance entrepreneurs Gryphon have reached an agreement to acquire Guardian
Assurance Limited and rights to its trading names.

Gryphon needed to create a unique digital broker experience, from onboarding to
induction and their ongoing management system. They also needed to support the
BDM’s to recruit targeted brokers and develop strong relationships, whilst ensuring that 

Gryphon have successfully soft launched in the UK in July 2018 as a challenger 
family protection business, and are launching to the whole market in September 
2018.

Gryphon are the first insurance company to offer a fully digital broker proposition 
from onboarding, to application submission, management and the provision of 
real time MI.

Early feedback and responses from the pilot group have been positive, and 
improvements have been adopted to further enhance the proposition.

makepositive implemented Salesforce as the master database system to manage all 
interactions for distributors, firms and individual advisers, whilst Liss, a policy administration 
system, would manage all customers and policies.

The following capabilities were delivered:
Distributor and firm hierarchy to manage all the distributors and firms
Individual adviser onboarding and management
New registration process for distributors, firms and advisers
Integration touch points built between Liss and Salesforce
Case Management for contact centre as part of the Salesforce solution
SLA processes to manage the current workload of the contact centre
Knowledge Base for the contact centre
Integration with the customer/adviser extranet portal.

The ResultsThe Solution
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applications submitted by the brokers are efficiently underwritten with clear 
communications on the process.

Gryphon also needed to provide real time management information and reporting 
on individual broker performance.
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